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Abstract: Competitive intelligence is a phenomenon in the business world that has started gaining more
importance and attention. Competitive intelligence is the both external and internal information of the
environment in which a business operates. Competitive intelligence is a tool through which business can gain
competitive advantage and compete against their competition. In this research competitive intelligence is
diffused into sub variables which all combine to make competitive intelligence. The sub variables include market
opportunities, competitor risks, competitor threats, technological intelligence, technical intelligence and
strategic intelligence. Through this research it tested whether competitive intelligence is being used by the
organizations in Pakistan which will prove the importance of competitive intelligence in business and it is also
shown to what extent it is used. T-test has been used to individually test each variable and see for significance.
The results of the research show that all the sub variables are significantly used by the organizations in
Pakistan to make their marketing effective and thus competitive intelligence is important to make the marketing
effective for a business. 
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INTRODUCTION gain a competitive advantage and compete against its

Globally the business market has becoming more firm's competition to provide the firm with information
saturated day by day and the market is very competitive. about what its competition is doing to give it a
With dramatic increase in the world's population and the competitive advantage in business. Competitive
rising consumer demands, people are moving towards intelligence is a proactive technique where a company
entrepreneurship and more and more businesses are analyzes and monitors its environment and based on its
opening. Due to this entire scenario there is a cut throat finding develops its marketing strategies which in return
competition globally in the business world and it is affect its marketing effectiveness. It helps the company
extremely difficult for organizations and firms to survive having a competitive position. In this research the
or sustain in this competitive market. According to [1]. influence of competitive intelligence on the marketing
Competitive intelligence is the tool that provides effectiveness is examine by adopting marketing
organizations with a competitive edge through which they intelligence model [3] and variations in competitive
can compete with the competition and survive in the intelligence[4]. Furthermore these variables are used as
market and be profitable at the same time. sub variables of competitive intelligence in order to see

Competitive intelligence is the knowledge and the extent to which these variables of competitive
information about the environment in which the intelligence are used in organizations for marketing
organization is working and it enables the organization to effectiveness.

competitors effectively [2]. It focuses on monitoring a
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Competitive intelligence has many different forms survival of the organization [5]. The proper execution,
such as technical intelligence, technological intelligence, analysis and interpretation of intelligence related
market intelligence, strategic intelligence, market information incorporation into the policies, plans and
opportunities, competitor threats and risks. Technical strategies of the organization makes the organization
intelligence basically includes information about the stronger and helps the CEO in fulfilling his responsibilities
processes and methods and technical things like patents [6]. State intelligence is a continuous process and
and R & D of the competitors and the market technicalities involves structure, processes, people, equipment and
that are used by firms to improve their own process. information used by marketing decision makers to improve
Technological intelligence is the information related to the their marketing efforts and making successful marketing
technology that is available in the market or that is used strategies. Competitive intelligence has a strategic element
by the competition and that information is used to gain a involved in it [7]. Competitive intelligence is a process
technological competitive advantage. Strategic that helps in the tactical and strategic decisions.
intelligence is the knowledge or information that helps the Organizations need systems and processes that can
management in a firm to make the right strategies by gather timely, valid, useful, relevant information about
assessing the strategies of the competitors and then competitors [8]. According to Montgomery & Weinberg
developing such strategies to counter the competition (1979) strategic intelligence system should be one that
and compete against them. Market opportunities are those should identify valid information and also identify
areas where firm can tap and has scope, competitor risks informational that is not useful [10].Competition is the art
are risks that competitors have and threats are the threats of competing and working together with the competitors.
to business from competition. Competitive intelligence has now the main function

Marketing effectiveness is basically the impact of managing the information whether it's of inside the
created by the marketing efforts of a firm. The strategies organization or of outside. Martre (1994) refers in his
and marketing decisions every firm makes are basically research that competitive intelligence should be used by
developed based on a set of objectives that a firm wants firms to refine and improve their strategies to compete
to achieve (McGonagle & Vella, 2012). against their competition [11].Stated in her research that

The objective of this research is to test whether competition leads towards competitive intelligence. In her
competitive intelligence (C.I) is used by organizations in research she has reviewed many different theories such as
Pakistan and to what extent, in order to gain marketing strategic balancing, network organization, An off Growth
effectiveness. Identifying where organizations stand and Matrix: Product/Market Matrix and Porter's Generic
to what factors of C.I they consider in order to compete in Strategy. According to Walle (1999) the most
the market and to what extent. representative work on current state of competitive

Hypothesis: Porter (1980), states that technology intelligence has

H : Competitive intelligence is used in organizations in intelligence is a source for competitive advantage for a1

Pakistan to make their marketing effective. firm as well as a source of product innovation according
H : Market opportunities are significantly used in to [12]. Technological intelligence should be linked with2

organizations to make their marketing effective. competitive intelligence to hold a competitive position. He
H : Competitor threats are significantly used in also states that firms that have combined the customer3

organizations to make their marketing effective. vale innovation with technological intelligence have a
H : Competitor risks are significantly used in better chance of more profitability [13].Concluded that4

organizations to make their marketing effective. there is a positive relationship between competitive
H : Technical intelligence is significantly used in intelligence and a firm's performance. When firms collect5

organizations to make their marketing effective. and analyze different information related to the
H : Technological intelligence is significantly used in environment, market, competitors and etc. and uses the6

organizations to make their marketing effective. collected intelligence while developing business plans

Previous Research: Intelligence is a combination of edge and they can compete and perform better in the
analysis, evaluation and interpretation of information that market thus their performance increases when using
affects the way organization is working and helps in the competitive intelligence. 

intelligence is the work of Leonard Fuld.

a significant impact on the innovation. Technology

and strategies that enables the firms to have a competitive
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[3] Has identified in his research inputs to Model
competitive intelligence. According to him those inputs
include marketplace opportunities, competitor threats and
competitive risks. Viviers, Saayman, & Muller (2005), have
stated in their study that competitive intelligence has the
purpose of providing strategic advantage and it
incorporates information on customers, suppliers,
technologies and environment [14], has identified these
factors as moderating variables in the relationship
between business performance and customer-focus.

McGonagle&John (1999), state that some
components of competitive intelligence include: strategic
intelligence, competitor intelligence and technical
intelligence [15]. In his research states that technical
intelligence is a key component of competitive intelligence
as it identifies the technicalities of the competition and the
processes and methods the competitor are following and
when this information is known a firm can improve or
adapt its own system and processes to like its competition
or even further improve it thus it will gain a competitive
advantage and will be better than its competition. Pary,
Jan, Wayne, & Marcia (2000), finds in their research that
technological intelligence can serve as a key opportunity
for any enterprise if they keep track of it. Technological
intelligence gives the firm know how of the new
technologies available in the market as well as the
technologies used by the competition. A good lesson of
right use of technological intelligence is Motorola,
Smithklinebleecham and Clorox. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This is a quantitative research and primary data is
used for the research. The tool used for data collection is
questionnaires. Other than questionnaires few interviews
with industry experts are also conducted to take their view
on the topic and further support the research. The sample
size is 322 and constitutes of professionals only, from the
FMCG industry, telecom, banking sector and executive
MBA's working in different places. The sampling
technique used is Purposive sampling. The statistical
model used is t-test where each sub variable is tested to
figure out its statistical significance which tells that
whether that particular variable ought to be used by
organizations to make their marketing effective. Other than
that, a common average of all sub variables is taken to
represent competitive intelligence as a whole, which is
then tested on t-test to see for its significance whether it
is used to make the marketing effective. A frequency table
is also used to show the extent to which C.I and the sub
variables are used to make marketing effective.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Competitive Intelligence defused into six sub
variables which are separately checked for reliability. For
the sample to be reliable the Cranach’s Alpha value
should be greater than 70%, which in our case is 66% thus
we conclude that the data is fairly reliable and will give
significant insights.

Table 2 shows the one-sample statistics for all the
variables. Mean shows the average score out of the total
score of 5. Each variable has a mean greater than 3 which
means that the level of agreement by professionals that
the particular variable is used to make marketing effective
is above 60% (i.e. 3 out of 5 makes this ratio). Standard
deviation shows the variation in data which in this case
for all variables is more than 100%.

Table 3 shows the t-test result. The cutoff for the
value of t is 2 and if absolute t value is greater than 2, then
it is significant. In this case the t value for each of the
variables is greater than 2 thus it is significant. The sig
value shows the significance and to be significant the
value should be less than 0.05. In this case the sig value
for each of the variable is less than 0.001 thus we
conclude that all the variables are significant at 0.1%
which means that all these variables of competitive
intelligence are used by organizations to make their
marketing effective. 

Table 4 shows the collective statistics for competitive
intelligence, which are formed by obtaining the average
for all variables and joining them to form competitive
intelligence. Mean score for competitive intelligence is
3.46 on a scale of 5 which shows that the level of
agreement for use of competitive intelligence to make
marketing effective is more than 60%.

Here, all the sub variables are fused and latent
variable is obtained and its significance is computed. T -
test result shows that for overall competitive intelligence,
t value is greater than 2 meaning it is significant and the
sig value is less than 0.001 thus it is significant at 0.1%.
Hence, we conclude that competitive intelligence is
significantly used by organizations to make their
marketing effective.
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Table 1: Reliability Statistics

Cranach’s Alpha N of Items

.660 6

Table 2: One-Sample Statistics

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Market opportunities 322 3.5497 1.08760 .06061

Competitor threats 322 3.4596 1.11346 .06205

Competitor risks 322 3.2795 1.14228 .06366

Technical intelligence 322 3.5590 1.09285 .06090

Technological intelligence 322 3.3478 1.12331 .06260

Strategic intelligence 322 3.5683 1.10929 .06182

Table 3: One-Sample Test

Test Value = 3 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

-----------------------------------------------

T df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper

Market opportunities 9.069 321 .000 .54969 .4304 .6689

Competitor threats 7.407 321 .000 .45963 .3375 .5817

Competitor risks 4.391 321 .000 .27950 .1543 .4047

Technical intelligence 9.179 321 .000 .55901 .4392 .6788

Technological intelligence 5.556 321 .000 .34783 .2247 .4710

Strategic intelligence 9.193 321 .000 .56832 .4467 .6899

Table 4:One-Sample Statistics

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Competitive Intelligence 322 3.4594 .67813 .03779

Table 5:One-Sample Test

Test Value = 3 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

-----------------------------------------------

T Df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper

Competitive Intelligence 12.156 321 .000 .45941 .3851 .5338

The model frequency table shows a summary of mode competitor threats into their strategies. 3 is the most
and its frequency for each of the variables. The table preferred option for technological intelligence and 32.9%
shows that which option was selected the most and how of the sample had 60% level of agreement to using
many times for each of the variable. It can be seen that for technological intelligence into their strategies. For
the variable market opportunities the most selected choice strategic intelligence the preferred option is 4 and 41.6%
or score was 3 which is an average level of agreement. 31 of sample has 80% level of agreement towards the use of
% people chose the option 3 and it shows they agree to strategic intelligence into their strategies. Lastly 4 was the
use market opportunities into their strategies. For most preferred option for competitor risks and 34.16% of
competitor threats 4 is the most preferred option and sample had 80% level of agreement towards using
32.9% of the sample had 80% level of agreement to using competitor risks to improve their strategies.
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Table 6: Modal Frequency

Model Frequency 

Variables Score Frequency

Market opportunities 3 100
Competitor Threats 4 106
Technological Intelligence 3 106
Strategic Intelligence 4 134
Competitor Risks 4 110

Table 7 Interviews Result

Rating importance of using C.I
(1-Lowest, 5= Highest) 5

Sub Variables of C.I Consumer trends
Industry regulations
Product intelligence
Word of mouth

C.I used in Pakistan No, formally not used as no proper C.I
by organizations   systems used but informally yes. 

Organizations are inward oriented, not
  external oriented.

Elements of marketing Marketing strategy
affected from C.I Pricing

Distribution
Production
Advertising
Marketing budget
Consumer offers

Benefits Marketing plan cannot be developed
  without using C.I
Foundation of planning
Competitive advantage
Gives direction to the organization to

  set its objectives and vision.

CONCLUSION

After  looking  at  the  results  we  conclude that for
H , H  is rejected as the results have shown that1 0

competitive intelligence is used by organizations in
Pakistan to make their marketing effective. The results
also show that each of the sub variables of competitive
intelligence are significant which means that all these
variables (competitor risks, competitor threats, market
opportunities, strategic intelligence, technical intelligence
and technological intelligence) are effective and are used
by the organizations in Pakistan to make their marketing
effective hence we conclude that for H , H , H , H , H  and2 3 4 5 6

H , H  is rejected. From interviews it is found that experts7 0

believe that still in Pakistan C.I is not formally used in
organizations but informally all organizations use C.I to
some extent. C.I affects the following marketing elements
such as Marketing strategy, Pricing, Distribution,

Production, Advertising, Marketing budget, Consumer
offers.
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